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 Boo to Bettina Arndt

I have sent an email to Ken Wyatt. I am appalled by Ms Arndt receiving an award related to promoting equality let alone even getting a nomination. She does not monitor her Facebook trolls. Let your mind wander and it will will cover all and some - lobectomy, incest, a good root etc. Stunningly disappointed. She is a self promoting joke and the less coverage she gets the better.
Australia Day Honour for Bettina Arndt

I would ask that you and your government dissociate from and publicly condemn the award given today to Bettina Arndt.

This award shames the very idea of Australia Day honours and sends a clear message to victims of domestic violence and young women who have been sexually abused by their teachers or who have been sexually assaulted on campus that this society has deserted them.

Her documented views are abhorrent including as an apologist for paedophilia and do not represent the values of Australians and I presume not your values. Would we give an award to someone who denied the Holocaust for their 'services to history'?
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Content: A travesty awarding Bettina Arndt. These awards are worse than useless.

Thank you
**Subject: "ROSIE BATTY SLAMS 'AUSTRALIA DAY' HONOUR GIVEN TO BETTINA ARNDT. (26/01/2020)"**

To Whom It May Concern,

- "Ms Bettina Arndt - Journalist Photo (1). (JPEG FORMAT):

***THIS FURTHER PROVES THAT WHEN YOU AWARD A WOMAN LIKE MS BETTINA ARNDT A "DEGREE" SHE IMMEDIATELY THINKS THAT SHE IS "SMARTER" AND MORE "ARTICULATE" THAN A MALE HOLDING A DEGREE. MS ROSIE BATTY IS ABSOLUTELY RIGHT. THIS WOMAN JOURNALIST (BETTINA ARNDT) SHOULD NEVER RECEIVED THIS "AWARD."

***THIS WOMAN JOURNALIST (BETTINA ARNDT) HAS NEVER EXPERIENCED "FIRST HAND" HOW "CRUEL" AND "EVIL" MALE LAWN BOWLS PLAYERS ARE WHEN YOU ARE PLAYING ON A BOWLS GREEN IN A "CLUB" OR "STATE" "CHAMPIONSHIP" MATCH.

THANK YOU.

If you have any concerns or queries in relation to this EMAIL transcript please do not hesitate to call myself on during daytime hours.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Kind Regards,
How is this possible?
Dear sir / madam,

I am writing to formally submit a serious objection to her appointment of Ms Bettina Arndt in the recent Australia Day honours list.

I believe that her behaviour in championing a convicted paedophile, and even more significantly, in downplaying the extent and horror of rape, brings the whole institution of Australia Days honours into disrepute.

Yours respectfully,
Oh boy, Arndt is always good for a laugh.
Greetings,

Please can someone explain how Bettina Arndt came to be 'honoured' recently? Given that as the part of the 'work' she was honoured for, Bettina berated 'feminists' for their outrage about a 59 year old teacher grooming a fifteen year old student of his, having sex with her repeatedly, sharing under-aged pornographic material, and then even after being convicted of the crimes, coming back out into the public to boast that what he did was so 'awesome', surely most other men in the country envied him.

Do you really believe that someone who gives a platform to, and apologises for, and defends, a child-rapist is someone we want our children to see 'honoured' with a major award? Does anyone in your office at least think maybe this should be explained. Of course, if I have my information wrong, I am happy to be corrected and will apologise, but please see the article below for the history - including Bettina Arndt's video interview with the offender, and please do let me know your thoughts on the bestows of this award.

Many thanks,

https://www.theguardian.com.australia-news/2020/jan/25/bettina-arndt-awarded-australia-day-honour-for-services-to-gender-equity?CMP=soc_567&fbclid=IwAR2Nyc9X2w3C-fsRXWn36TG-bbHn8EziU05y8yD5n0tj4r03eKZAWmHxGJE

Bettina Arndt awarded Australia Day honour for services 'to gender equity'
Writer and sex therapist made Member of the Order of Australia for her advocacy for men
www.theguardian.com
Australia Day, according to our leaders, is intended to be inclusive for all people living in Australia.

Australia Day continues to fail.

Apart from the contentious date which divides our community, the Honours Award to Bettina Arndt is widening divisions on a significant level.

Her attacks on women who have experienced domestic violence is a painful reminder to women, such as myself, who have suffered physical and mental abuse from their partner.

In particular I find her joint attack with Mark Latham on former Australian of the Year, Rosie Batty, as particularly heinous.

I don’t know if awards are ever rescinded, but I suggest there is a first time.

Admitting to mistakes has become anathema, however making amends remains an act of generosity and respect to people who are in great need of healing.

Regards

Sent from my iPad
Hello Ms O'Dwyer

I support Bettina Arndt's initiative to end violence for all, men and women, and that often, women organisations do push their agenda of violence by excluding men from our society. ThNk you
I find her enlightening and so refreshing. Polite, intelligent and clearly speaks from experience.

Yes. She’s great.

She’s a real antidote to feminist anti-male stuff which is all over the mainstream media.

And unlike most of the feminism writers in mainstream, she actually uses evidence.
I have been watching Bettina Arndt on YouTube.

Some really good stuff.

(She may be the first person I support on Patreon.)